ISCA CLUB MEDALLIONS - 2011

CHAMPION

CH Tramore Legal Holiday
   Linda & Ernie Acquavella

CH Mythodical’s Fiona of Dualuc
   Cassie L & Brent Allen

CH Kellyn’s How Sweet It Is
   Jean Asaro

CH Shine-On Bad Moon Rising
   Ray Atkinson & Gina Hemphill

CH Token Cat On Olympic Ice
   Karen & Bill Bedeau

CH Sugarstop La Vida Dulce
   Judith L Bohannon and Natalie M Gaylord

CH Dublin’s National Treasure JH
   Pat Boldt

CH Jadestar Rifleman
   Cecelia Brewer & Janet Smith

CH Rosette Making My Way
   Lee Ann Bridgeland & Laura Edwards-Johnson

CH Brynbar Good Will Hunting
   Donnah & Michael Brnger

CH Kilkenny’s One Singular Sensation
   Lydia P Miller Butler & Jayneann Wolfe Wikler

CH Courtwood Quick As A Wink
   Dale & Kay Carlson, Susan Hahnen and Debbie Griese

CH Seafarer’s Myles Of Style
   Jamie Clay

GCH CH Chaselyn Follow My Heart
   Gerald & Joan Domanik

CH Beaubriar’s Artistic Creation
   Michelle DeChambeau
CH Rosette With Bells On  
Laura Edwards-Johnson & Dan Johnson

CH Cairncross Ruairi’s Jailhouse Rock  
Amanda Evans

GCH CH Fyrethorn Pay It Forward  
Lorrie A Fessler

CH Redheart Kenobi Over The Moon  
Joan Birch Fiser

CH Ballymera’s Honor Be Thy Name  
Bruce & Mary Foote and Patrice Clawson

CH Vermilion’s Mint Julep  
Mary & Bruce Foote

CH Vermilion’s Sea Breeze  
Mary & Bruce Foote

CH Red Fire Savannah  
Roberta W Foy

CH Mullinahone King of The Roxy  
John J Frisby & Catherine J T Hill

CH Firle Oak Bold Ruler  
Tom & Anita Gage

CH Firle Oak Hollywood Wildcat  
Tom & Anita Gage

CH Pin Oak Glamour Star of Militza  
Nancy Godbey, Joel Fisher DVM, Tracy McNeal & Ken Wall

CH Pin Oak I Have A Dream  
Nancy Godbey, Joel Fisher DVM, Tracy McNeal & Ken Wall

CH Antares Redhot Lover  
Mary & Pat Goeke

CH Mythodical’s Ruadhan Seaghdha  
William W & Christina A Gray

CH Courtwood Quite A Stir  
Susan M Hahnen

CH Rumraisin NCIS Perfect Crime  
Debra, Drew & Thomas Hamilton
CH Jewelset’s Instigator  
   Eileen Harbour & Rebecca Gear

CH Shadowmere’s Autumn Journey  
   Karren Harrison

GCH CH Shadowmere’s Sentimental Journey  
   Karren Harrison

CH Conamaras Dancin’ Penny Lane  
   Carole Hartman & Kathy Grayson

CH Tramore Notorious  
   Sue & Larry Hassler and Ginny Swanson

CH Windwood Bye Bye Birdie  
   Joan C Higgins

CH Estrella Catch The Wind  
   Jeanette Holmes & Keith C Robbins

CH Durin’s Pretty In Pink  
   Carmen Hufstetler

CH Winfree’s Gift From Above  
   Bonita Marie Ingram

CH Mijean’s Stays In Mexico  
   Jean C Johnson, Jennifer & Joanne Holmberg

CH Vermilion’s To The Nines RN  
   Louisa & Gregory Johnson

CH Paterjay Jezelle  
   Anna Jones

CH Regalaire Sweet Temptation RAE2  
   Cathy Jones

CH Galewinns Huntersglen Badlands AX AXJ XF  
   Kristin L Kamholz DVM

CH Runfree Bedazzled  
   Patricia Kenwell

CH Runfree Roadster  
   Patricia Kenwell

CH Redkings Repeat After Me
Nancy E King

CH Redkings Repeat Encounter
   Nancy E King

CH Donegans Divine Design
   Cynthia C Lampley

GCH CH Rye Ridge Rocket’s Red Glare
   Karen & Daryl Lowe

CH Rye Ridge Strike Up The Band
   Karen & Daryl Lowe

CH Estrella Autumn Wind
   Lesa D Lowrey & Jeanette Holmes

CH Beaubriar’s Celtic Promise
   Claire Marx & Michelle DeChambeau

CH Carousel's Affair Of The Heart
   Laurice M Mays

CH Red Barn Runnymead It's Only Rock ‘N Roll
   Karolynne McAteer, Kevin & Jean Culver and Paula McAteer

CH Stoneypoint's Time To Reign
   Jeri Lynn McClure & Dixie J Demorest

CH Piperbrook’s Austin-Healey
   Penny McElheny, Sandra Seymour and Lindsay Waterman

CH Evergreen Raise N A Point
   Mary Merlo

CH Rosette Come Fly With Me
   Debra & John Murray and Shea Jonsrud

CH Lunn’s Super Mario Bros.
   Krista A Musil

CH Ambition Black Sands
   Amy Noyes & Harry Moore

CH Crimsonacre Vantage Point
   Ronald Perry

CH Crimsonacre Vegas Showgirl
   Ronald Perry
CH Roclyn Brewed At Killary
   Debra Peterson, Cynthia Stanford & Judith Zawikowski

CH Eirecrest Seventh Heaven Star
   Joan & Mark Peterson

CH Eirecrest Star of Gracewynd
   Joan & Mark Peterson

CH Jewelsets Green With Envy
   Arlene D & Peter R Pilcer

CH Brynstone Goodie Two Shoes
   Barbara Popyk & Sharon Schafer

GCH CH Bellary N Beaubriar Wolverine
   Christine Raposo & Michelle DeChambeau

CH Witchbrooke Clonageera Corot JH
   Patricia Rutherford-Judge & Robert Judge

CH Anamacara I'm A Lucky Duck RN
   Anne Schilling, Tom Adams, Marguerite Hohman and Tamara Jackson

CH Parkwood Two Of A Kind
   Robert & Rita Schmid

CH Willowbrook Artists Rendition
   Dawn & Rich Secord

CH Canadian Windwood Beauty
   Pam Seipkes

CH Kinross Burberry Brit
   Noelle Seusy and Patricia Rutherford

CH Redridge Highland Tartan Irish Jig
   Lissa L Tiffany

CH Redridge Honey Bear Necessities
   Lissa L Tiffany

CH Highnote Morning Dance
   Ms Anna M Vaughn and Hugh L Holly III

CH Jemini Sneak’N Kisses
   Rose Marie Walker

CH Kellyglen’s All About The Journey
   Suzanne & Charles Walker
CH Kinross Cinnabar RN NA NAJ
   Pamela Warner DVM & Peter Warner DVM

CH Estrella Struttin N Time CD RN
   Monica Wilson

CH Belvedere’s Bless America of Redfeathers
   Terry Zilsch

GRAND CHAMPION

GCH CH Dublin’s Simply Irresistible JH
   Pat Boldt

GCH CH Chaselyn Follow My Heart
   Gerald & Joan Domanik

GCH CH Kinloch’s Don’t Mind If I Do
   Patty & Mike Fanelli

GCH CH Fyrethorn Pay It Forward
   Lorrie A Fessler

GCH CH Kenobi Just Do It RN
   Joan B Fiser

GCH CH Firle Oak Pipe Dream CD
   Tom & Anita Gage

GCH CH Slaysett Diamond Liz CD RAE AX AXJ OAP OJP NFP
   Eileen Harbour

GCH CH Shadowmere’s Sentimental Journey
   Karren Harrison

GCH CH Captiva Quitte Ou Double
   John & Heidi Laabs and Jillian Taylor

GCH CH Rye Ridge Rocket’s Red Glare
   Karen & Daryl Lowe

GCH CH Tapestry’s Pink Petticoat
   Amy Maxwell

GCH CH Bellary N Beaubriar Wolverine
   Christine Raposo & Michelle DeChambeau

GCH CH Ramblin’ Red Criminally Insane
   Nancy Salmon and Peter S Kubacz
GCH CH Woodglen GardenDistrict On Tuesday
  Donna Seigart

GCH CH Cairncross Rhinestone Cowboy
  Tamara Sutton & Renette Berggren

GCH CH Belvedere’s Mayflower
  Terry & Reighlyn Zilisch

NATIONAL FIELD CHAMPION

NFC Brophy’s Sandcreek John Galt
  Ken & Lucas Ruff

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION

CH MACH Redfeathers Hullabaloo NAP NJP OF
  Wendy L Culbertson

MACH Salisbury’s Irish Bucket O’Rust JH OAP AJP
  Donna Salisbury

MACH Salisbury’s Tuesday Red Irish Jewel JH
  Donna Salisbury

CH MACH Harborlight Never Too Late CDX RE
  Beverly Wallace

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 2

MACH2 Redfeathers Saratoga OF
  Wendy L Culbertson

MACH3 Marlyn A Magic Wand JH NF
  Catherine Dever

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 3

MACH3 Marlyn A Magic Wand JH NF
  Catherine Dever

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 4

MACH4 Rusticwood Short & Sweet MXF TQX
  Cathy Gibbs

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 5

MACH7 Lakeffect’s Jazmin Unleashed FTC1 TQX
Teresa & James Turner

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 6

MACH7 Lakeffect's Jazmin Unleashed FTC1 TQX
Teresa & James Turner

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 7

MACH7 Lakeffect's Jazmin Unleashed FTC1 TQX
Teresa & James Turner

COMPANION DOG

CH Token Cat On A Hot Tin Roof CD BN RN
Karen & Bill Bedeau

Shadowney Highland Lass CD RN JH
Gene & Tamara Berg and John McLaughlin

CH Kulana Wildrose CD BN RN
Rebecca A Dellicker

Christyview Rock N’ Roll Hall Of Famer CD RA
Bobbi Fisher

Wingfield The Lady In Red CD BN RE AX AXJ NF
Susan M Hansen

DC AFC Pompei’s Look Who’s Here CD RE MH
Annette M Pusey & Mary Thompson

CH Captiva Catalina Race To Ohkom CD BN RE NAJ NF
Linda Scopa

Greenway’s Hot Summer CD RN TD
Kathryn Yates

COMPANION DOG EXCELLENT

CH MACH Harborlight Never Too Late CDX RE
Beverly Wallace

UTILITY DOG

CH Shine-On Just One Look UD RN NA OAJ
Gina Hemphill & Ray Atkinson

CH Shine-On Just The O’Hara VCD2 UD JH MX MXJ
Sue Mertens
UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT 2
CH Windrose Travelin' Music UDX4 OM6 RA
Daniel & Ann Graham

UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT 3
CH Windrose Travelin’ Music UDX4 OM6 RA
Daniel & Ann Graham

UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT 4
CH Windrose Travelin’ Music UDX4 OM6 RA
Daniel & Ann Graham

OBEDIENCE MASTER 4
CH Windrose Travelin’ Music UDX4 OM6 RA
Daniel & Ann Graham

OBEDIENCE MASTER 5
CH Windrose Travelin’ Music UDX4 OM6 RA
Daniel & Ann Graham

OBEDIENCE MASTER 6
CH Windrose Travelin’ Music UDX4 OM6 RA
Daniel & Ann Graham

BEGINNER NOVICE
Seanpat Logical Choice BN RN OAP AJP NFP
Sandy Ambrogi

CH Token Cat On A Hot Tin Roof CD BN RN
Karen & Bill Bedeau

CH Dublin’s Aristocratic Magic BN RN JH
Pat Boldt

Windrose Sudden Impact BN RN
Sherry Cassel

CH Kulana Wildrose CD BN RN
Rebecca A Dellicker

O’Connor’s Legal Trademark BN RN
Rebecca A Dellicker
Lyn Erin Leading Lady CD BN RA  
Diane D’Entremont

Selwyn’s Unleash The Future BN RN  
Diane M D’Entremont

Redcoat A Fortune In Cash CD BN RAE OA NAJ OAP NJP NF  
Jane L & Maurice D Guidinger

CH Soraj Chances Are CD BN RAE AX AXJ AXP MJP NF OFP THD  
Jane Guidinger & Carol Newman

Wingfield The Lady In Red CD BN RE AX AXJ NF  
Susan M Hansen

CH Lucky Morn Shades of Red CD BN RAE JH AX AXJ OAP OJP OF NFP  
Marguerite Hohman & Jan Ziech

Kaleigh BN RN  
Jeanne Marie Jardien

Blue Belly Loyal Companion BN  
John P Keinonen

Fyrethorn Flash Forward BN RA JH NA NAJ NF  
Lynn Kwiatkowski

CH Courtwood Samaritan CD BN RAE NA NAJ NAP OJP  
Gwendolynn R & John Newman

Setters Run Lucky Penny CD BN RAE JH OA OAJ AXP AJP NF NFP  
Anne M Schilling, Tom Adams and Marguerite Hohman

CH Captiva Catalina Race To Ohkom CD BN RE NAJ NF  
Linda Scopa

RALLY NOVICE

Seanpat Logical Choice BN RN OAP AJP NFP  
Sandy Ambrogi

Shadowney Highland Lass CD RN JH  
Gene & Tamara Berg and John McLaughlin

CH Dublin’s Aristocratic Magic BN RN JH  
Pat Boldt

Flipadan Riley RN  
Angela Burns
Windrose Sudden Impact BN RN
    Sherry Cassel

Christyview Rock N' Roll Hall Of Famer CD RA
    Bobbi Fisher

Anamacara Good-Morning Star-Shine RN
    Gail, Tamara & John O Jackson

Anamacara I’m A Believer RN
    Gail, Tamara & John O Jackson

Red Bone Loyal Companion RN
    John P Keinonen

Kinloch’s Tangled Up In Blue RN
    Linda Ritter & Gary Morrison

Estrella Never Give Up RN
    Jean Robbins

CH Anamacara I’m A Lucky Duck RN
    Anne Schilling, Tom Adams, Marguerite Hohman and Tamara Jackson

Piesport Light The Rivers RN
    Sandra Lynn Schmidt

Shadyview’s Simply Steptacular RN
    Marty Siegrist & Megen Olcott Spencer

Fyrethorn Not Just A Pretty Face RN
    Anne Smith

Jemini O’Shayde Of Honor RN
    Rose Marie Walker

**RALLY ADVANCED**

Christyview Rock N' Roll Hall Of Famer CD RA
    Bobbi Fisher

CH Shine-On Just Perfect UDX2 RA JH
    Gina Hemphill & Ray Atkinson

CH Anamacara Love Me Or Leave Me CD RA
    Gail, Tamara & John O Jackson

Redfeathers Churchill Downs CD RE
    Dorothy E Kumpula & Wendy L Culbertson
Fyrethorn Flash Forward BN RA JH NA NAJ NF
Lynn Kwiatkowski

CH MACH Harborlight Never Too Late CDX RE
Beverly Wallace

**RALLY EXCELLENT**

Fyrethorn Steppin’ Out CD RE AX OAJ NF
Lynne M Godshall

Wingfield The Lady In Red CD BN RE AX AXJ NF
Susan M Hansen

Redfeathers Churchill Downs CD RE
Dorothy E Kumpula & Wendy L Culbertson

DC AFC Pompei’s Look Who’s Here CD RE MH
Annette M Pusey & Mary Thompson

Piesport In Clover RE
Sandra Schmidt

CH MACH Harborlight Never Too Late CDX RE
Beverly Wallace

**RALLY ADVANCED EXCELLENT 2**

CH Rockerin America’s Cup CD RAE2
Daniel & Ann Graham

CH Anamacara Tell Me Your Secrets CD RAE2
Gail, Tamara & John O Jackson

**JUNIOR HUNTER**

Shadowney Highland Lass CD RN JH
Gene & Tamara Berg and John McLaughlin

CH Dublin’s National Treasure JH
Pat Boldt

Dublin’s The Winning Edge JH
Pat Boldt

Rosette Mardi Gras JH
Cathy Dever

Jadestar Reach For The Sky JH
Valerie Mahoney
CH Red Barn Baritone From Windchime JH
Karolynne McAteer & Peggy Davis

Vabrill Rojo Halcon Bright Star JH
Kathryn Ottinger

Willowbrook Holiday Ribbons N Bows JH
Sharon Rehmeyer & Ted Rehmeyer

Greenway Summer’s In The Meadow RN JH
Diane C Seibel

Rumraisin Feather In The Wind JH
Susan Sullivan, Debra Hamilton & Mark Bettis

MASTER HUNTER

Rocklyn Killian’s Red MH
Derrick & Jennifer Mullin, Sandra Barrett and Cynthia Stanford

CH Pompei’s Look Who’s On The Way CD RN MH
Annette M Pusey & Nina Johnson

NOVICE AGILITY

Redfeathers I Hope You Dance OA OAJ NF
Wendy L Culbertson

Fyrethorn Flash Forward BN RA JH NA NAJ NF
Lynn Kwiatkowski

Kinross Roisin’s Hey Jude NA NAJ NF
Carole Mukai-Rose & Jeffrey Rose

MACH Salisbury’s Irish Bucket O’Rust JH OAP AJP
Donna Salisbury

Lake Effect’s Miss American Pie AX OAJ OF
Teresa M & James A Turner

CH Kinross Cinnabar RN NA NAJ
Pamela Warner DVM & Peter Warner DVM

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER

Redfeathers I Hope You Dance OA OAJ NF
Wendy L Culbertson
CH Galewinns Huntersglen Badlands AX AXJ XF  
Kristin L Kamholz DVM

Fyrethorn Flash Forward BN RA JH NA NAJ NF  
Lynn Kwiatkowski

Kinross Roisin's Hey Jude NA NAJ NF  
Carole Mukai-Rose & Jeffrey Rose

MACH Salisbury's Irish Bucket O'Rust JH OAP AJP  
Donna Salisbury

Rosette I'm With You OAJ  
Susan Sampson & Dan Johnson

Lake Effect's Miss American Pie AX OAJ OF  
Teresa M & James A Turner

CH Kinross Cinnabar RN NA NAJ  
Pamela Warner DVM & Peter Warner DVM

**OPEN AGILITY**

Redfeathers I Hope You Dance OA OAJ NF  
Wendy L Culbertson

Fyrethorn Steppin’ Out CD RE AX OAJ NF  
Lynne M Godshall

Wingfield The Lady In Red CD BN RE AX AXJ NF  
Susan M Hansen

CH Galewinns Huntersglen Badlands AX AXJ XF  
Kristin L Kamholz DVM

CH Shine-On Just Joyful UD RE OA NAJ XF  
Christine Miller

MACH Salisbury’s Irish Bucket O'Rust JH OAP AJP  
Donna Salisbury

Lake Effect's Miss American Pie AX OAJ OF  
Teresa M & James A Turner

**OPEN AGILITY JUMPER**

Redfeathers I Hope You Dance OA OAJ NF  
Wendy L Culbertson

Fyrethorn Steppin’ Out CD RE AX OAJ NF
Lynne M Godshall
Wingfield The Lady In Red CD BN RE AX AXJ NF
Susan M Hansen

CH Galewinns Huntersglen Badlands AX AXJ XF
Kristin L Kamholz DVM

MACH Salisbury’s Irish Bucket O’Rust JH OAP AJP
Donna Salisbury

Rosette I’m With You OAJ
Susan Sampson & Dan Johnson

Lake Effect’s Miss American Pie AX OAJ OF
Teresa M & James A Turner

AGILITY EXCELLENT

Fyrethorn Steppin’ Out CD RE AX OAJ NF
Lynne M Godshall

Wingfield The Lady In Red CD BN RE AX AXJ NF
Susan M Hansen

CH Lucky Morn Shades of Red CD BN RAE JH AX AXJ OAP OJP OF NFP
Marguerite Hohman & Jan Ziech

CH Galewinns Huntersglen Badlands AX AXJ XF
Kristin L Kamholz DVM

CH Courtwood Way Too Cute JH AX AXJ NF
Valerie Mahoney & Susan Hahnen

Limerick’s Against The Wind RN AX AXJ OAP OJP
Mary Hummert

MACH Salisbury’s Irish Bucket O’Rust JH OAP AJP
Donna Salisbury

Lake Effect’s Miss American Pie AX OAJ OF
Teresa M & James A Turner

EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER

Wingfield The Lady In Red CD BN RE AX AXJ NF
Susan M Hansen

Limerick’s Against The Wind RN AX AXJ OAP OJP
Mary Hummert
CH Galewinn's Huntersglen Badlands AX AXJ XF
Kristin L Kamholz DVM

CH Courtwood Way Too Cute JH AX AXJ NF
Valerie Mahoney & Susan Hahnen

MACH Salisbury's Irish Bucket O'Rust JH OAP AJP
Donna Salisbury

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT

CH Redfeathers Cloud Nine MX MXJ NAP NJP NFP
Wendy L Culbertson

CH Fyrethorn Straight From The Heart MX MXJ
Karen R & Norman Goldberg

CH Shine-On Just The O'Hara VCD2 UD JH MX MXJ
Sue Mertens

MACH Salisbury's Irish Bucket O'Rust JH OAP AJP
Donna Salisbury

MACH Salisbury's Tuesday Red Irish Jewel JH
Donna Salisbury

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER

CH Fyrethorn Straight From The Heart MX MXJ
Karen R & Norman Goldberg

CH Shine-On Just The O'Hara VCD2 UD JH MX MXJ
Sue Mertens

MACH Salisbury's Irish Bucket O'Rust JH OAP AJP
Donna Salisbury

MACH Salisbury's Tuesday Red Irish Jewel JH
Donna Salisbury

NOVICE AGILITY PREFERRED

Seanpat Logical Choice BN RN OAP AJP NFP
Sandy Ambrogi

CH Redfeathers Cloud Nine MX MXJ NAP NJP NFP
Wendy L Culbertson

CH MACH Redfeathers Hullabaloo NAP NJP OF
Wendy L Culbertson

CH Roclyn Éclair UD RA AX AXJ OAP OJP NF NFP
Jeff & Carole Rose and Sherry Oke

Shadyview’s Savvy Traveler VCD1 RN NAP NF NFP
Marty Siegrist & Megen Olcott Spencer

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER PREFERRED

Seanpat Logical Choice BN RN OAP AJP NFP
Sandy Ambrogi

CH Redfeathers Cloud Nine MX MXJ NAP NJP NFP
Wendy L Culbertson

CH MACH Redfeathers Hullabaloo NAP NJP OF
Wendy L Culbertson

CH Herihunda’s Visionary CD RAE NJP NFP
Eileen Harbour

CH Roclyn Éclair UD RA AX AXJ OAP OJP NF NFP
Jeff & Carole Rose and Sherry Oke

OPEN AGILITY PREFERRED

Seanpat Logical Choice BN RN OAP AJP NFP
Sandy Ambrogi

CH Roclyn Éclair UD RA AX AXJ OAP OJP NF NFP
Jeff & Carole Rose and Sherry Oke

Redcoat A Fortune In Cash CD BN RAE OA NAJ OAP NJP NF
Jane L & Maurice D Guidinger

MACH Salisbury’s Irish Bucket O’Rust JH OAP AJP
Donna Salisbury

OPEN AGILITY JUMPER PREFERRED

Seanpat Logical Choice BN RN OAP AJP NFP
Sandy Ambrogi

CH Roclyn Éclair UD RA AX AXJ OAP OJP NF NFP
Jeff & Carole Rose and Sherry Oke

Cameo Gambling Lady RE JH NA NAJ AXP AJP NFP
Wallace Southerland
AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED

Setters Run Lucky Penny CD BN RAE JH OA OAJ AXP AJP NF NFP
Anne M Schilling, Tom Adams and Marguerite Hohman

Cameo Gambling Lady RE JH NA NAJ AXP AJP NFP
Wallace Southerland

EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER PREFERRED

Seanpat Logical Choice BN RN OAP AJP NFP
Sandy Ambrogi

MACH Salisbury's Irish Bucket O'Rust JH OAP AJP
Donna Salisbury

Setters Run Lucky Penny CD BN RAE JH OA OAJ AXP AJP NF NFP
Anne M Schilling, Tom Adams and Marguerite Hohman

Cameo Gambling Lady RE JH NA NAJ AXP AJP NFP
Wallace Southerland

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED

MACH6 Rusticwood Swing Softly CD RA MXP AJP MXF
Jim Gibbs, Carolyn Roche-Dison and Cathy Gibbs

AGILITY FAST NOVICE

Redfeathers I Hope You Dance OA OAJ NF
Wendy L Culbertson

MACH3 Marlyn A Magic Wand JH NF
Catherine Dever

Wingfield The Lady In Red CD BN RE AX AXJ NF
Susan M Hansen

CH Galewinns Huntersglen Badlands AX AXJ XF
Kristin L Kamholz DVM

Fyrethorn Flash Forward BN RA JH NA NAJ NF
Lynn Kwiatkowski

CH Courtwood Way Too Cute JH AX AXJ NF
Valerie Mahoney & Susan Hahnen

Kinross Roisin's Hey Jude NA NAJ NF
Carole Mukai-Rose & Jeffrey Rose
Lake Effect’s Miss American Pie AX OAJ OF
Teresa M & James A Turner

AGILITY FAST OPEN

CH Lucky Morn Shades of Red CD BN RAE JH AX AXJ OJP OJ OF NFP
Marguerite Hohman & Jan Ziech

CH Galewinns Huntersglen Badlands AX AXJ XF
Kristin L Kamholz DVM

CH Shine-On Just Joyful UD RE OA NAJ XF
Christine Miller

Lake Effect's Miss American Pie AX OAJ OF
Teresa M & James A Turner

AGILITY FAST EXCELLENT

CH Galewinns Huntersglen Badlands AX AXJ XF
Kristin L Kamholz DVM

CH Shine-On Just Joyful UD RE OA NAJ XF
Christine Miller

AGILITY FAST CENTURY 1

MACH7 Lakeffect’s Jazmin Unleashed FTC1 TQX
Teresa & James Turner

TRIPLE Q EXCELLENT

MACH4 Rusticwood Short & Sweet MXF TQX
Cathy Gibbs

AGILITY FAST NOVICE PREFERRED

Seanpat Logical Choice BN RN OAP AJP NFP
Sandy Ambrogi

CH Redfeathers Cloud Nine MX MXJ NAP NJP NFP
Wendy L Culbertson

CH Herihunda’s Visionary CD RAE NJP NFP
Eileen Harbour

CH Lucky Morn Shades of Red CD BN RAE JH AX AXJ OAP OJP OF NFP
Marguerite Hohman & Jan Ziech

CH Roclyn Éclair UD RA AX AXJ OAP OJ OF NF NFP
Jeff & Carole Rose and Sherry Oke

Setters Run Lucky Penny CD BN RAE JH OA OAJ AXP AJP NF NFP
Anne M Schilling, Tom Adams and Marguerite Hohman

Shadyview’s Savvy Traveler VCD1 RN NAP NF NFP
Marty Siegrist & Megen Olcott Spencer
2011 ISCA AWARD WINNERS

We gratefully acknowledge the donors of the awards listed below.

**Obedience Awards**

**NOVICE A COMPANION DOG (CD) AWARD**
Cassi Girl Trophy
*In memory of Vermilion Sentimental Journey, “Cassi”*
Highest total score completing a CD title from Novice A

Winner: CH Kulana Wildrose CD BN RN
Owner: Rebecca A Dellicker
517.5 Total Score

**NOVICE B COMPANION DOG (CD) AWARD**
Pinky Trophy
*In honor of CH Nirvana’s Dare to Dream CDX AX AXJ, “Pinky”*
Highest total score completing a CD title from Novice B

Winner: Wingfield The Lady In Red CD BN RE AX AXJ NF
Owner: Susan M Hansen
587.5 Total Score

Runner-up: CH Token Cat On A Hot Tin Roof CD BN RN
Owners: Karen & Bill Bedeau
586.5 Total Score

**COMPANION DOG EXCELLENT (CDX) AWARD**
Wolfscroft Trophy
*In memory of Dr. Wolfgang Casper*
Highest total score completing a CDX title

Winner: CH MACH Harborlight Never Too Late CDX RE
Owner: Beverly Wallace
581 Total Score

Runner-up: Token Cat-Ch Me If You Can CDX RN
Owner: Katharine Ball
579.5 Total Score

**UTILITY DOG (UD) AWARD**
Highest total score completing a UD title

Winner: CH Shine-On Just One Look UD RN NA OAJ
Owners: Gina Hemphill and Ray Atkinson
554 Total Score
Runner-up: CH Shine-On Just The O’Hara VCD2 UD JH MX MXJ
Owner: Sue Mertens
552 Total Score

UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT (UDX) AWARD
Token Trophy
In memory of CH OTCH Bluewin’s Fancy O’Shaughnessy JH VC and CH OTCH Bentree Token’s Iceman Cometh UDX2 RE JH AX AXJ VC
For earning the most legs towards a UDX title during the award year (multiple UDX titles do not count)
Winner: Caedmon’s Hrim of Destiny UDX2 OM3 RA
Owner: Paul Martini
9 Legs

FIRST PLACEMENTS AT ALL-BREED TRIALS AWARD
Glencho Ruddy Oogh Trophy
In memory of Emily Schweitzer
Greatest number of first placements in Novice, Open or Utility at all-breed trials
Winner: CH Windrose Travelin’ Music UDX4 OM6 RA
Owners: Daniel & Ann Graham
8 Firsts

Runner-up: Shadowney Highland Lass CD RN JH
Owners: Gene & Tamara Berg and John McLaughlin
1 First, 188 Score

GREATEST TOTAL SCORE, FIRST TO FOURTH PLACE AWARD
Bryandale Trophy
In memory of Jazz
Highest total score placing first to fourth in obedience trials
Winner: CH Windrose Travelin’ Music UDX4 OM6 RA
Owners: Daniel & Ann Graham
7,595.5 Total Score

Runner-up: Token Cat-Ch Me If You Can CDX RN
Owner: Katharine Ball
579.5 Total Score

HIGH COMBINED AWARD
In memory of U-CDX Token’s Into The Woods UD RTD CGC
Highest combined score in Open and Utility at one trial
Winner: CH Windrose Travelin’ Music UDX4 OM6 RA
Owners: Daniel & Ann Graham
395.5 Combined Score
Runner-up: Caedmon’s Hrim of Destiny UDX2 OM3 RA  
Owner: Paul Martini  
394 Combined Score

SPECIALTY SHOWS AWARD  
Kenna’s Red Trophy  
Greatest number of firsts at independent Specialty Shows  
Jean Sharp

Winner: CH Windrose Travelin’ Music UDX4 OM6 RA  
 Owners: Daniel & Ann Graham  
3 Specialty Firsts

Runner-up: Redfeathers Churchill Downs CD RE  
 Owners: Dorothy E Kumpula and Wendy L Culbertson  
2 Specialty Firsts

HIGHEST SCORING CHAMPION AWARD  
Granuaile Trophy  
Claudia Grzych  
Highest scoring Champion of record in obedience competition

Winner: CH Windrose Travelin’ Music UDX4 OM6 RA  
Owners: Daniel & Ann Graham  
593.5 Total Score

Runner-up: DC AFC Pompei’s Look Who’s Here CD RE MH  
Owners: Annette M Pusey and Mary Thompson  
574 Total Score

OBEDIENCE TITLE, POINTS TOWARD CHAMPION AWARD  
Ireland’s Irish Trophy  
Sandy Jones  
In memory of Nonda Jones  
For completing an Obedience title and accumulating at least two points towards a breed Championship  
No applicants

OTCH POINTS AWARD  
ISCA  
For earning the greatest number of OTCH points

Winner: CH Windrose Travelin’ Music UDX4 OM6 RA  
Owners: Daniel & Ann Graham  
50 Points

Runner-up: Caedmon’s Hrim of Destiny UDX2 OM3 RA  
Owner: Paul Martini  
14 Points
RALLY AWARDS

RALLY NOVICE (RN) AWARD  
In memory of Rendition Love Me Do CD RN CGC  
Highest total score completing an RN title

Winner: CH Anamacara I’m A Lucky Duck RN  
Owners: Anne Schilling, Tom Adams, Marguerite Hohman and Tamara Jackson  
297 Total Score

Runner-up: CH Dublin’s Aristocratic Magic BN RN JH  
Owner: Pat Boldt  
283 Total Score

RALLY ADVANCED (RA) AWARD  
Dublin Meadows Trophy  
In honor of Am.Int. CH Arista’s Royal Moment CD RE CGC  
Highest total score completing an RA title

Winner: Redfeathers Churchill Downs CD RE  
Owners: Dorothy E Kumpula and Wendy L Culbertson  
298 Total Score

Runner-up: Fyrethorn Flash Forward BN RA JH NA NAJ NF  
Owner: Lynn Kwiatkowski  
297 Total Score

RALLY EXCELLENT (RE) AWARD  
Smitten Trophy  
In honor of Sunrunner’s Harlequin Romance CD RN JH VC CGC, “Smitten”  
Highest total score completing an RE title

Winner: Redfeathers Churchill Downs CD RE  
Owners: Dorothy E Kumpula and Wendy L Culbertson  
296 Total Score

Runner-up: Wingfield The Lady In Red CD BN RE AX AXJ NF  
Owner: Susan M Hansen  
289 Total Score

RALLY ADVANCED EXCELLENT (RAE) AWARD  
Phil & Deanna Cuchiaro  
In memory of Cuchiaro’s Rescued Lucky Sham CGC Therapy Dog, “Rocky”  
Highest total score completing an RAE title

No applicants
AGILITY AWARDS

NOVICE STANDARD AGILITY (NA) AWARD
Sunrunner Trophy
Jeanine Wilson
*In memory of CH Milesian Forbidden Love NAP NJP TD TT CGC ROM, “Ava”*
Highest total score completing an NA title

Winner: Redfeathers I Hope You Dance OA OAJ NF
Owner: Wendy L Culbertson
295 Total Score

Runner-up: Lake Effect's Miss American Pie AX OAJ OF
Owners: Teresa M & James A Turner
290 Total Score

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPERS (NAJ) AWARD
Redfeathers Trophy
Wendy Culbertson
*In memory of Red Feathers Dancing Fire Am.Can. CDX, “Pam”*
Highest total score completing an NAJ title

Winner: Redfeathers I Hope You Dance OA OAJ NF
Owner: Wendy L Culbertson
300 Total Score, 48.40 Seconds Under

Runner-up: Lake Effect's Miss American Pie AX OAJ OF
Owners: Teresa M & James A Turner
300 Total Score, 38.99 Seconds Under

OPEN AGILITY (OA) AWARD
Sunrunner Trophy
Jeanine Wilson
*In memory of CH Milesian Forbidden Love NAP NJP TD TT CGC ROM, “Ava”*
Highest total score completing an OA title

Winner: Redfeathers I Hope You Dance OA OAJ NF
Owner: Wendy L Culbertson
295 Total Score, 75.22 Seconds Under

Runner-up: CH Galewinns Huntersglen Badlands AX AXJ XF
Owner: Kristin L Kamholz DVM
295 Total Score, 50.04 Seconds Under

OPEN AGILITY JUMPERS (OAJ) AWARD
Redcoat Trophy
MD and Jane Guidinger
Highest total score completing an OAJ title

Winner: Lake Effect's Miss American Pie AX OAJ OF
Owners: Teresa M & James A Turner
300 Total Score, 31.87 Seconds Under
Runner-up: Redfeathers I Hope You Dance OA OAJ NF
Owner: Wendy L Culbertson
300 Total Score, 28.85 Seconds Under

AGILITY EXCELLENT (AX) AWARD  
In honor of Arista’s Grand Irish Crème CD JH MX MXJ AXP AJP VC
Highest total score completing an AX title

Winner: CH Galewinns Huntersglen Badlands AX AXJ XF
Owner: Kristin L Kamholz DVM
300 Total Score, 46.20 Seconds Under

Runner-up: MACH Salisbury’s Irish Bucket O’Rust JH OAP AJP
Owner: Donna Salisbury
300 Total Score, 42.39 Seconds Under

AGILITY EXCELLENT JUMPERS (AXJ) AWARD
Highest total score completing an AXJ title

Winner: CH Galewinns Huntersglen Badlands AX AXJ XF
Owner: Kristin L Kamholz DVM
300 Total Score, 32.13 Seconds Under

Runner-up: Wingfield The Lady In Red CD BN RE AX AXJ NF
Owner: Susan M Hansen
300 Total Score, 25.98 Seconds Under

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT (MX) AWARD
Heartsong Agile Irish Trophy
In memory of CH Rapture’s Ring of Fire UD JH MX MXJ VC FM
Greatest number of seconds under course time completing an MX title

Winner: MACH Salisbury’s Irish Bucket O’Rust JH OAP AJP
Owner: Donna Salisbury
171.72 Seconds Under

Runner-up: MACH Salisbury’s Tuesday Red Irish Jewel JH
Owner: Donna Salisbury
165.81 Seconds Under

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT JUMPERS (MXJ) AWARD
O’Neill Trophy
In honor of CH Nirvana’s Stairway To Heaven, “O’Neill”
Greatest number of seconds under course time completing an MXJ title

Winner: CH Fyrethorn Straight From The Heart MX MXJ
Owners: Karen R & Norman Goldberg
119.98 Seconds Under
Runner-up: MACH Salisbury’s Irish Bucket O’Rust JH OAP AJP
Owner: Donna Salisbury
82.30 Seconds Under

TRIPLE Q EXCELLENT (TQX) AWARD
Terri & James Turner
In honor of MACH5 Lakeffect’s Jazmin Unleashed FTC1 TQX, “Jazzi”
Highest total score completing a TQX title

Winner: MACH4 Rusticwood Short & Sweet MXF TQX
Owner: Cathy Gibbs
2,668 Total Score

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPIONSHIP (MACH) AWARD
Kristin Kamholz DVM
In memory of CH MACH2 Classic Bryce Canyon CD RE
Highest number of MACH points completing a first MACH

Winner: CH MACH Harborlight Never Too Late CDX RE
Owner: Beverly Wallace
1,023 Points

Runner-up: OTCH MACH Token Chessie The Railroad Cat UDX OM1
Owners: Ann & Charles Alves
761 Points

FIELD AWARDS

PUPPY/DERBY FIELD TRIAL AWARD
Kevin & Jeannie Culver
In memory of Aerie’s Feather’s Sweet Memory
For defeating the most dogs by placing first through fourth in Open and Amateur Walking Puppy and Amateur Walking Derby at AKC Field Trials

Winner: Mark Johnson
46 Defeated

Runner-up: Spero Manson
37 Defeated

AMATEUR STAKES AWARD
CH Runwild Fiona Memorial Trophy
Marilyn & Fred Putz and Pam Wiegandt
In memory of Virginia Hardin
For winning the most points in AKC Amateur Stakes

Winner: Brophy’s Rio Grande
Owners: Edward Meyer, Sam McDonald and Jay Zirkle
4 Points

Runner-up: Brophy’s Butler Buckaroo
Owner: Lee Shoaf
3 Points
FIELD AWARD

In memory of Marion Pahy and FC Faith Farm Lehigh Little Bit
For defeating the greatest number of dogs in adult stakes at AKC Field Trials

Winner: NAFC FC AFC Brophy’s Queen Buckaroo
Owner: Lee Shoaf
98 Defeated

Runner-up: Mythodical Russell Hail Gandalf
Owners: Camden & Cassie Allen
97 Defeated

FIELD TRIAL WINNERS AWARD

Red Barn Trophy  Karolynne McAteer
For winning the most points in stakes in which six or more compete

Winner: NAFC FC AFC Brophy’s Queen Buckaroo
Owner: Lee Shoaf
18 Points, 98 Defeated

Runner-up: NFC Brophy’s Sandcreek John Galt
Owners: Ken & Lucas Ruff
18 Points, 70 Defeated

FIELD AND SHOW AWARD  Jeannie Wagner
For having at least two points towards a conformation championship and winning the most points in field trial stakes in which six or more compete

Winner: CH Mythodical Fiona of Dualuc
Owners: Cassie & C. Brent Allen
11 Show Points, 2 Field Points

FIELD SIRE AWARD

Brophy Trophy  Ken & Linda Ruff
For the sire whose get win the greatest number of field championship points

Winner: NFC NAFC FC AFC Iskote Ani-Mosh
Owner: Spero M Manson
11 Points, 68 Defeated

Runner-up: Brophy’s Bodacious Buckaroo
Owner: Lee Shoaf
11 Points, 56 Defeated
FIELD MATRON AWARD
For the matron whose produce win the greatest number of field championship points

Winner: Brophy’s Independence
Owners: Edward P Meyer, Jay Zirkle and Sam McDonald
11 Points

Runner-up: Mythodical Russell’s Reba
Owners: Cassie & C. Brent Allen
7 Points, 66 Defeated

FIELD BREEDERS AWARD
For the breeder winning the most championship points at AKC Field Trials

Winner: Ken Ruff
24 Points

Runner-up: Georgia Brown
10 Points

MULTIPLE VENUE AWARDS

BEST SIRE, VERSATILE COMPANION EVENTS AWARD
Shadyview’s Double Step Trophy
For the sire whose get earn the most AKC Versatile Companion Events titles

Winner: CH Token Bear Flag Olympic Ice CDX RA
Owners: Karen A & Bill Bedeau
6 Titles on 3 Get
(CD) (CDX) (AXJ MX MXJ MACH)

BEST MATRON, VERSATILE COMPANION EVENTS AWARD
Shadyview’s Play It Again Trophy
For the matron whose produce earn the most AKC Versatile Companion Events titles

Winner: CH Shine-On Just Perfect UDX2 RA JH VC
Owners: Gina Hemphill and Ray Atkinson
9 Titles on 4 Produce
(UD MX MXJ) (OA) (UD) (CD OAJ MX MXJ)

Runner-up: CH Fyrethorn Straight Flush
 Owners: Charles & Fran Sloughfy
7 Titles on 3 Produce
(MX MXJ) (OA OAJ AX) (NA NAJ)
MOST AKC TITLES AWARD
Charmin Trophy
Jim & Cathy Gibbs
In memory of MACH6 Rusticwood Swing Softly CD RA MXP AJP MXF, “Charmin”
For attaining the most titles on a dog

Winner: MACH Salisbury’s Irish Bucket O’Rust JH OAP AJP
Owner: Donna Salisbury
11 Titles – NA NAJ OA OAJ AX AXJ MX MXJ MACH OAP AJP

Runner-up: CH Galewinns Huntersglen Badlands AX AXJ XF
Owner: Kristin L Kamholz DVM
9 Titles – CH NAJ OA OAJ AX AXJ NF OF XF

MOST AKC TITLES BY AN OWNER AWARD
Redfeathers Trophy
Wendy Culbertson
In honor of Redfeathers Windbrook Gypsy CD RN NA NAJ OAP OJP, “Gypsy”
For the owner attaining the most AKC titles (minimum of 2 dogs earning titles)

Winner: Wendy L Culbertson
16 Titles on 6 Irish Setters
(MACH2) (MACH NAP NJP) (MX NAP NJP NFP) (NA NAJ OA OAJ NF) (RA RE) (BN)

Runner-up: Donna Salisbury
14 Titles on 2 Irish Setters
(MACH NA NAJ OA OAJ AX AXJ MX MXJ OAP AJP) (MACH MX MXJ)

MASTER HUNTER AWARD
Bright Star Trophy
Matt & Wendy Czarnecki
For earning a Master Hunter title and also earned either Champion, Field Champion, Amateur Field Champion or Obedience Trial Champion

CH Pompei’s Look Who’s On The Way CD RN MH
Annette M Pusey and Nina Johnson

CONFORMATION AND OBEDIENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS AWARD
Chantilly Trophy
Judy Eaton
In memory of CH Chantilly Glory Times
For attaining the titles: Champion and Obedience Trial Champion

No applicants
CONFORMATION AND AGILITY CHAMPIONSHIPS AWARD
Bonnybrook Trophy  Beverly Wallace
In memory of Am.Can. CH MACH Harborlight Promises to Keep CD JH VC EAC EJC CGC, “Allie”
For attaining the titles: Champion and Master Agility Champion

CH MACH Harborlight Never Too Late CDX RE
Beverly Wallace

CH MACH Redfeathers Hullabaloo OF
Wendy L Culbertson

FIELD AND OBEDIENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS AWARD  Marilee Larson
For attaining the titles: Field Champion and Obedience Trial Champion

No applicants

OBEDIENCE AND AGILITY CHAMPIONSHIPS AWARD
Fyrethorn Trophy  Charles & Fran Sloughfy
For attaining the titles: Obedience Trial Champion and Master Agility Champion

OTCH MACH Token Chessie The Railroad Cat UDX OM1
Ann L & Charles Alves

DUAL CHAMPIONSHIP AWARD  ISC Milwaukee
In memory of Dale & Irene Walker
For attaining the titles of Champion and Field Champion

No applicants

TRIPLE CHAMPIONSHIP AWARD  ISCA
For attaining the titles: Dual Champion and Obedience Trial Champion or Tracking Champion or Master Agility Champion

No applicants

JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP AWARDS
For each Junior qualifying for Westminster, AKC/Eukanuba National Championship or putting a title on a dog.

No applicants
CONFORMATION AWARDS

NEW MEMBER AWARD
Lorraine Bisso

*In memory of CH Hil-Mor’s Duke of Sheelin*
For the new member in 2011 whose Irish Setter wins the greatest number of firsts in regular classes or as Winners Dog or Winners Bitch

No applicants

PUPPY DOG AWARD
Dewey & Jackie Drummond

For winning the Puppy Dog class the greatest number of times (competition required)

**Winner: CH Jadestar Rifleman**
Owners: Cecelia H Brewer and Janet M Smith
12 Wins

Runner-up: Dublin's Field of Dreams
Owner: Pat Boldt
8 Wins, 15 Defeated

PUPPY BITCH AWARD
Marilyn Title

For winning the Puppy Bitch class the greatest number of times (competition required)

**Winner: Dublin’s American Beauty**
Owner: Pat Boldt
16 Wins

Runner-up: Lucky Morn Firecracker
Owner: Janet Ziech
5 Wins

BEST PUPPY AWARD
Laura-Edwards Johnson

*CH Rosette English Tea Tyme Trophy*
For winning Best Puppy at Specialty Shows the greatest number of times

**Winner: CH Vermilion’s Sea Breeze**
Owners: Mary & Bruce Foote
3 Wins

POINTS FROM PUPPY CLASS AWARD
Mary Merlo

*Evergreen Trophy*  
*In memory of Am. Can. CH Evergreen Smoke N Mirrors JH*
For winning the greatest number of points from the Puppy class at 2 point or better shows (minimum 4 points)

**Winner: CH Vermilion’s Sea Breeze**
Owners: Mary & Bruce Foote
14 Points
Runner-up: CH Jadestar Rifleman
Owners: Cecelia H Brewer and Janet M Smith
9 Points

**BRED-BY EXHIBITOR DOG AWARD**

**Castlebar Trophy**
Pat Kudla
For winning the Bred-by Exhibitor dog class the greatest number of times (3 or more in class)

No applicants

**BRED-BY EXHIBITOR BITCH AWARD**

**RiverSong Trophy**
Bob & Kris Scherrer
For winning the Bred-by Exhibitor bitch class the greatest number of times (3 or more in class)

Winner: GCH CH Kinloch’s Don’t Mind If I Do
Owners: Patty & Mike Fanelli
6 Wins

Runner-up: Beaubriar’s Artistic Creation
Owner: Michelle DeChambeau
4 Wins

**WINNERS AWARD**

**Kerry-Eire Trophy**
Susan Griffiths
For winning the greatest number of points from any class other than Open

Winner: CH Vermilion’s Sea Breeze
Owners: Mary and Bruce Foote
19 Points

Runner-up: CH Rosette Making My Way
Owners: LeeAnn Bridgeland and Laura Edwards-Johnson
16 Points, 79 Defeated

**OPEN DOG AWARD**

**Ballycroy Trophy**
Connie Vanacore
For winning the Open dog class the greatest number of times (4 or more in class)

Winner: CH Brynbar Good Will Hunting
Owners: Mike & Donnah Brnger
5 Wins

Runner-up: CH Rye Ridge Strike Up The Band
Owners: Karen & Daryl Lowe
2 Wins
OPEN BITCH AWARD
Emerald Isl’s Trophy Ken & Debbie Davis
For winning the Open bitch class the greatest number of times (4 or more in class)

Winner: CH Shadowmere’s Autumn Journey
Owner: Karren Harrison
3 Wins

RESERVE WINNERS DOG AWARD
Saltaire Trophy Dick & Lynn Caragol
For winning Reserve Winners Dog the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

Winner: CH Firle Oak Bold Ruler
Owners: Anita & Tom Gage
5 Wins

Runner-up: CH Dublin’s National Treasure
Owner: Pat Boldt
4 Wins

RESERVE WINNERS BITCH AWARD
Roclyn Trophy Cindy Stanford
For winning Reserve Winners Bitch the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

Winner: Dublin’s American Beauty
Owner: Pat Boldt
6 Wins

Runner-up: Beaubriar Spirit of Success
Owners: Michelle DeChambeau and Kathy Roscoe
4 Wins, 69 Defeated

WINNERS DOG AWARD
Auburn Trophy ISCA
In memory of Narvin and Joyce Mumford
For winning the greatest number of points at 2 point or better shows (BOW does not count)

Winner: CH Vermilion’s Sea Breeze
Owners: Mary & Bruce Foote
18 Points

Runner-up: CH Rye Ridge Strike Up The Band
Owners: Karen & Daryl Lowe
17 Points
WINNERS BITCH AWARD
Shangrila Trophy
In memory of Lynn Mehring & CH Shangrila Moon Shadow
For winning the greatest number of points at 2 point or better shows (BOW does not count)

Winner: CH Vermilion’s Mint Julep
Owners: Mary & Bruce Foote
16 Points

Runner-up: GCH CH Shadowmere’s Sentimental Journey
Owner: Karren Harrison
13 Points

BEST OF WINNERS AWARD
Dunbrook Trophy
For the dog or bitch defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters by going BOW (minimum of 3 wins)

Winner: CH Vermilion’s Sea Breeze
Owners: Mary and Bruce Foote
143 Defeated

Runner-up: CH Dublin’s National Treasure
Owner: Pat Boldt
40 Defeated

VETERAN DOG AWARD
Dreamtime Trophy
For winning the Veteran Dog class the greatest number of times (minimum 2 wins, competition required)

Winner: GCH CH Captiva Quitte Ou Double ROM
Owners: John & Heidi Laabs and Jill Taylor
4 Wins

Runner-up: GCH CH Courtwood Seeker
Owner: Susan Hahnen
3 Wins

VETERAN BITCH AWARD
Windntide Trophy
For winning the Veteran Bitch class the greatest number of times (minimum 2 wins, competition required)

Winner: CH Beaubriarsaxony Infatuation
Owners: Kathy Roscoe and Michelle & Elaine DeChambeau
2 Wins
BREEDER/OWNER AWARD
Ramblin’ Red Trophy  Anne Marie, Randy & Peter Kubacz
For the breeder/owner winning the greatest number of points with one or more Irish Setters bred by owner at 2 point or better shows

Winners: Mary and Bruce Foote
63 Points

Runner-up: Pat Boldt
22 Points

BREEDER/OWNER AWARD
Blueprint Trophy  Cynthia Orr
For the breeder/owner defeating the greatest number of dogs by going Winners Dog, Winners Bitch or Best of Winners at 3 points or better shows

Winner: GCH CH Shadowmere’s Sentimental Journey
Owner: Karren Harrison
155 Defeated

Runner-up: CH Vermilion’s Sea Breeze
Owners: Mary & Bruce Foote
143 Defeated

LITTER BREEDER AWARD
Fyrethorn Trophy  Charles & Fran Sloughfy
For the breeder of the litter whose members win the most championship points (minimum 2 in same litter required)

Winner: Janet M Smith
61 Points

Runner-up: Krista Musil
58 Points

BEST SIRE OF LITTER AWARD
Herihunda Trophy  Wayne & Maggie Ford
For the owner of the sire whose get from one litter win the greatest number of championship points (minimum 2 in same litter required)

Winner: CH Vermilions Estate Tax
Owners: Bruce & Mary Foote
64 Points
BREEDERS AWARD  
Kerrybrook Trophy  Bill & Cathy Deily  
For the breeder whose dog(s) win the most championship points as Winners Dog, Winners Bitch or Best of Winners at 3 point or better shows  

Winners: Bruce & Mary Foote, Caroline DesLauriers and Kim DesLauriers-Kazee  
40 Points  

Runner-up: Krista Musil  
29 Points  

BEST SIRE AWARD  
Dunholm Trophy  Anne Bolus  
For the owner of the sire whose get win the greatest number of championship points  

Winner: CH Vermilions Estate Tax  
Owners: Bruce & Mary Foote  
106 Points  

Runner-up: GCH CH Captiva Quitte Ou Double ROM  
Owners: John & Heidi Laabs and Jill Taylor  
88 Points  

BREEDER-BEST SIRE AWARD  Melinda Higby  
For the breeder of the sire whose get win the greatest number of championship points  

Winners: Bruce & Mary Foote  

Runner-up: Not eligible  

BEST MATRON AWARD  
Rendition’s CH Michael’s Patti O’Shea Trophy  Frank & Pat Haigler  
For the owner of the matron whose produce win the greatest number of championship points  

Winner: CH Courtwood Way Out West  
Owner: Janet M Smith  
61 Points  

Runner-up: CH Lunn’s Queen of Hearts ROM  
Owner: Krista Musil  
58 Points
BREEDER-BEST MATRON AWARD
Whiskey Hills Trophy
In memory of Dilly
For the breeder of the matron whose produce win the greatest number of championship points

Winners: Kathy Erickson and Susan Hahnen

Runner-up: Krista Musil

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX AWARD
Sam H. McDonald
In memory of CH Powderhorn’s Call To Glory
For winning Best of Opposite Sex the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

Winner: GCH CH Antares Amelia Earhart
Owners: Mary & Pat Goeke
26 Wins

Runner-up: GCH CH Courtwood Cobblestone
Owners: Deborah & Donald Lawrence, Susan Hahnen and Coleen McGee
10 Wins

BEST DOG AWARD
Wendell & Leta Graham
Kaerdon Trophy
For the owner of the dog defeating the greatest number of dogs by going Winners Dog, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed

Winner: GCH CH Windntide Mr. Sandman
Owners: Pat & Carol McGarry and Nancy Salmon
701 Dogs defeated

Runner-up: GCH CH Greengate The Boss at Beaubriar RN
Owners: Nancy & Rick Fiacco, Michelle DeChambeau and Bernadette Elliott
437 Dogs defeated

BREEDER-BEST DOG AWARD
Jeanette Holmes
Estrella Trophy
In memory of CH Estrella Sand ‘n’ Sable ROM
For the breeder of the dog defeating the greatest number of dogs by going Winners Dog, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed

Winners: Not eligible

Runners-up: Barbara Watanabe and Bernadette Elliott
BEST BITCH AWARD
CH Tirvelda Nutbrown Sherry Memorial Trophy Ann Mateer
For the owner of the bitch defeating the greatest number of bitches by going Winners Bitch, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed

Winner: GCH CH Antares Amelia Earhart
Owners: Mary & Pat Goeke
1,093 Bitches defeated

Runner-up: GCH CH Shadowmere’s Sentimental Journey
Owner: Karren Harrison
339 Bitches defeated

BREEDER-BEST BITCH AWARD
Shawnee Trophy Shirley Farrington
In loving memory or Richard Farrington
For the breeder of the bitch defeating the greatest number of bitches by going Winners Bitch, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed

Winners: Mary & Pat Goeke

Runners-up: Karren Harrison and Suzanne Walker

BEST OF BREED AWARD
Gentree Trophy Sandi Baron & Heidi Baron Bennett
In memory of Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Baron
For the owner of the Irish Setter winning Best of Breed the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

Winner: GCH CH Antares Amelia Earhart
Owners: Mary & Pat Goeke
47 Best of Breed wins

Runner-up: GCH CH Windntide Mr. Sandman
Owners: Pat & Carol McGarry and Nancy Salmon
30 Best of Breed wins

BREEDER-BEST OF BREED AWARD
Wolfscroft Trophy Danice Casper
In memory of Dr. Wolfgang Casper
For the breeder of the Irish Setter winning Best of Breed the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

Winners: Mary & Pat Goeke

Runners-up: Not eligible
BREEDER/OWNER, BEST OF BREED AWARD

Ernimohr Trophy  
Barbara Bernhardt

For the Irish Setter bred by the owner and winning Best of Breed the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

Winner: GCH CH Antares Amelia Earhart
Owners: Mary & Pat Goeke
47 Best of Breed wins

Runner-up: GCH CH Windntide Mr. Sandman
Owners: Pat & Carol McGarry and Nancy Salmon
30 Best of Breed wins

BEST OF BREED DOG, OWNER HANDLED AWARD

Triskelion Trophy  
Debbie Contardi

For the owner of the Dog defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters by going Best of Breed

Winner: GCH CH Belvedere’s Mayflower
Owners: Terry & Reighlyn Zilisch
25 Defeated

BEST OF BREED BITCH, OWNER HANDLED AWARD

Camelot Trophy  
Norbert & Nena Dee

For the owner of the Bitch defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters by going Best of Breed

Winner: GCH CH Courtwood Always Bailey
Owner: Davis G Denny
128 Defeated

BEST OF BREED, SPECIALTY SHOWS AWARD

Kintyre Trophy  
Tom & Barbara Johnstone

For the owner of the dog or bitch winning the greatest number of Best of Breeds at Specialty Shows (minimum 2 wins required)

Winner: GCH CH Antares Amelia Earhart
Owners: Mary & Pat Goeke
8 Specialty wins

Runner-up: GCH CH Windntide Mr. Sandman
Owners: Pat & Carol McGarry and Nancy Salmon
6 Specialty wins, 351 Defeated
SPORTING GROUP, BRED-BY EXHIBITOR AWARD
Fleetwood Farms Trophy
Pat Jesson
In memory of Mr. & Mrs. Hugh Rumbaugh
For the Bred-by Exhibitor Irish Setter winning or placing in the Sporting Group the greatest number of times

Winner: GCH CH Mi Jean’s Reason To Believe SH NA NAJ NF
Owners: Andy Middleton and Jennifer Holmberg
22 Points

SPORTING GROUP AWARD
Scarly Trophy
Penny Nunnally
For winning the Sporting Group the greatest number of times

Winner: GCH CH Windntide Mr. Sandman
Owners: Pat & Carol McGarry and Nancy Salmon
5 Group wins, 490 defeated

Runner-up: GCH CH Antares Amelia Earhart
Owners: Mary & Pat Goeke
5 Group wins, 379 defeated

BEST IN SHOW AWARD
Rockherin Trophy
Katherine Wheatley
In memory of Frank Wheatley & CH Rockherin Sheena ROM
For winning the greatest number of Best In Show awards (minimum 4 wins)

No applicants

GOLDEN LEASH AWARD
ISCA
For winning the greatest number of championship points at shows of 3 points or better, and having no points as of January 1, 2011

Winner: CH Vermilion’s Sea Breeze
Owners: Mary & Bruce Foote
19 Points

Runner-up: CH Vermilion’s Mint Julep
Owners: Mary & Bruce Foote
16 Points, 55 Bitches Defeated
CHAMPION AWARD

President of ISCA
To the owner of the Irish Setter defeating the most dogs as Best of Breed

**Winner:** GCH CH Antares Amelia Earhart
**Owners:** Mary & Pat Goeke
1,471 Defeated

**Runner-up:** GCH CH Windntide Mr. Sandman
**Owners:** Pat & Carol McGarry and Nancy Salmon
1,093 Defeated